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Paul is a very committed and dedicated person to supporting human potential
Marilynn Matheson Policy Analyst, RCMP

Practical information packaged in a logical format
Nish Nolan Senior Business Analyst Supply, Canada Revenue Agency

This was awesome! Very informative. Made me very aware of certain things.
Kelly Boisclair Financial Advisor

I can’t let today go by without thanking you for your awesome presentation last night.
What a pleasure it was to watch you in action – truly professional. … Again, a huge, and
grateful THANK YOU. You are a consummate professional.
Angela Sutcliffe Small Business Expert, Business Owner

Very interesting and enlightening presentation. Paul is able to quickly engage his
audience and keep their interest through out the presentation, participants come away
from his lecture with a very upbeat feeling
Rebecca Collier Assistant – Promotions and Tenure CE&B, McMaster Univ.

I just want to let you know that you are making a difference in the world with your
energizing work & seminars!
Pamela Clifford

Insightful, thought provoking, Job Well Done
Darren Bourque Salesperson

Very upbeat, very informative, and honestly, life changing
Chris Sinclair

Really interesting stuff that I can put to use in my daily life
Doug Robertson Policy Analyst, Human Resources Management Agency

Paul’s approach is inspiring and makes you think, “Oh yeah, that’s what it is!” Thanks,
that was great.
Barbara Best Business Owner

“I believe your workshop taught me a great deal and gave me a whole different mental
approach to doing what I want with my life. I think I had my thoughts so implanted in
my head I didn't think anyone could change my opinions. However your workshop has
do
Courtney Coutts

Paul’s keynote gave me a new perspective on how to be successful
Emre Daglik

Thought Provoking
Mary Dendur Senior Policy Analyst, Human Resources Management Agency

It truly opened my mind to my potential.
Line Morin-Smith Senior Class Grievance Officer

Your presentation has shown me where I am on track and given me some ideas on
where I can improve.
Helena Julien

A fun way to help show what we need to be successful
Cory LeBlanc

Useful and thought provoking
Sultan Ahmed Buyer, Dew Engineering

Great Job
Chris Benjamin Financial Centre Associate Manager

I have been presented with and have addressed several self-improvement (realization)
theories in recent years, Covey, Robbins, Chilton, Sullivan, Strategic Coach, etc… I found
Paul’s approach very fresh, true and thought provoking. I come from a Leisure
Liz McDonough Coordinator of Customer Service, Student Accounts & Cashiers, McMaster Univ.

“The workshop that we were presented by Mindscape was both informative as well as
well presented. I retained a lot of things from the presentation including motivation and
a few things that as a person I must develop to be a more successful person.”
Geoff Schideler

Wow, you are awesome! I want to know more secrets. … I have taken the 11 secrets to
unlocking my potential very seriously lately, and they have helped me out of a few sticky
situations. I have also been reading some books. And ever since you left the othe
Harry Witton

“Thank you very much for the time you put into making a presentation regarding the
betterment of self. I have a lot of the same belief in self as you, but at times it seems
difficult to attain and live by what I feel is true. I have much respect for peo
James Ashton

It was perfect.
You guys are awesome
Barbara Best Business Owner

What can I say? Very very good.
Martin Pagnan Engineer

Entertaining and illuminating
Sheila Macleod

Energized.
Kent MacPherson Consultant

Very knowledgeable on the material presented
Rick Hansen Broadband Program Officer Industry Canada

Very Motivating
Cindy Rogers

I think Paul is a great speaker and is focused on his career and life
Derek Brown

Very Enthusiastic and Explanatory, intelligent
Randy Rogers

Interesting and Useful
Ben Montgomery

Informative, very easy to understand
Toby Stevens

You were a very good speaker and made us think.
Jennie Beute

Inspirational, motivated to act, increased self-esteem
David Harrison Engineer

Very very perceptive and revealing
Martin Pagnan Engineer

Good Job! I enjoyed the presentation. Thank you so much!
Honadzi Murzionak

Dynamic, energetic, full of useful ideas, attention grabber.
R. Gupta

Dynamic, clear, concise, knowledgeable
John Douglas

Excellent.
Dr. Nastarajan Nagamuthu

Resourceful
Guy Boone

Helpful & practical theory to apply to not only in a job search but working life in general
Mike Riva

Lots of energy, good presence
Natalie Harrington Director, HR Policy, Systems, Program, Canadian Food Inspection Agency

Very innovative in presentation
Maureen O’Callaghan

Insightful
Anthony Troukauar HR. Consultant

Extremely interesting presentation
Gail Ellingwood Manager Quality Standards

Very Interesting
Corinne Ng Analyst, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Enriching, Motivating
Lise Prud’homme Career Development & Resourcing Officer, RCMP

Refreshing, honest, thought provoking
Laurel Linton Bell MRO Buyer Planner

Paul was enthusiastic & showed his dedication to helping others
Diane Daly Buyer, Computer Sciences Corporation

It got me thinking, reflecting, planning, in essence stopping to use my brain – not
reacting to demands.
Sandra Meilleur Ottawa Carleton District School Board

Dramatic & Inspiring to One’s Mind
Gail Pattman Buyer, Nasittuq

Very Dynamic, Put Things in a Different Perspective
Paul Mercier Purchasing Agent, Conseil des ecoles catholiques de langue francaise du Centre-Est

Interesting, Useful
Christine Habash Sr Buyer, Domtar

Thought provoking – think outside the box… or in the box
Paul Donoghue Contract Coordinator, Canadian Blood Services

Simply Simplify
Kevin Worrell Material Manager, Dustbane

Interesting, Gets You Thinking
Chris Murphy Coordinator of Operations

Dynamic, interesting, change the way I think
Maya Walker

Inspiring
Jean Lindsay

Really opens your mind to exploring a different view on life
Scott Charlebois Buyer,

Enjoyable, positive, enlightening
Richard Meincke

Mind expanding
Natasha Carr Buyer, Computer Sciences Corporation

Great Presentation, Tips and Hints
Nico Minga Financial Advisor

It was a pleasure hearing from you.
Edward Ilinga Financial Advisor

Well Done
Shaun Banys Training Manager

Well versed in the material he presented. Paul has clearly done a lot of research into
what makes successful people tick.
Jennifer Radley Occupational Therapist, Trainer, Counselor

Very Positive, Enlightening, Makes You Think
Tim Ross Financial Advisor, Business Owner

Each time you speak, I move further on my own learning curve, and I watch the same
with the others in the room. You have an ability to translate highly complex ideas into
simple steps.
Angela Sutcliffe Small Business Expert, Business Owner

Well Done
Ian Hunter Account Exec. First Data/Toronto Dominion

Very Good Points Made
Sara Pether Account Manager, Xactly Design

Inspiring and Thought Provoking
Renee Ladouceur Beauchamp Executive Director, EORC

Great presentation, Solid points
Eric McKay Senior Policy Consultant – HRSDC Labour

Excellent presentation – clear & simple
Judy Whitelock Entrepreneur

Very interesting
Naomi S Wilansky

Looking forward to attending a longer seminar
Carmen Gottfried President, Carpet Revival

I really enjoyed your presentation
Went Sharp Consultant

Great!
Sue Steele Realtor

I enjoyed your presentation!
Adam MacGregor President, Compu-Silv Computers

Great, Thoughtprovoking
Doug McLean Owner

Something that I needed to hear. Positive thinking as I’ve changed my mindset.
Jennifer Ferguson Owner

Your presentation was inspirational, upbeat and entertaining!
Mary Anne Stinson Payroll Asst, McMaster University

Very energetic and enthusiastic speaker. A motivational speaker.
Sandra Buday Departmental Assistant, Human Resources Services, McMaster Univ.

Excellent presenter, enthusiastic and out of the ordinary!
Thanks so much to Martin Pagnan for introducing Paul Frazer to the KKG. I, for one, was
a rapt member of a rapt audience.
Linda Pond KKG exec

Paul’s presentation was not only interesting and humourous (at the right spots), it was
thought-provoking. A number of club members commented on the quality of his
presentation.
Phil Perrin Program Director

Paul's presentation reminded me of the importance of maintaining a positive attitude
towards life as well as helping me appreciate the awesome power of the mind as a step
towards achieving personal success.
Rick Coldrey Retired Teacher

I really enjoyed your talk when you came to Smiths Falls and it started me thinking about
where I was heading with my life . So from your talk I decided to take the challenge and
think positive and move ahead and see where it leads me. We never know in
Gord Alexander Business Owner

“You are a wonderful speaker and can really get to an audience despite all of its
diversities.”
Heidi Rogers

“Speaker involved audience.”
“I liked the demonstrations shown to audience – makes a powerful presentation.”
“I found this to be a very motivating speech. It reminded me that I have the power &
control to guide my life in the way I want it.”
“Good Job and keep up the good work.”
James Ashton

“I thought the workshop was an excellent chance for people to open their minds and
explore new ideas.”
Jamie Echlin

“I found your presentation to be very enlightening and fulfilling. Your talk on "The 11
Secrets To Unlocking Your Potential" held a great number of valuable lessons for people
of all ages. Every aspect of your workshop was a success.”
Courtney Coutts

“Paul’s workshop was enlightening. Through illustrative demonstrations and insightful
words of wisdom, he successfully reminded me that I alone am in control of my life and
well being. With the right mind frame, goals can be attained and dreams fulfilled.
Heather Watson

“This workshop it what I needed to get things in my life more organized.”
Kevin

“I think the seminar was very well done and would like to see you come in again
sometime in the future”
Heidi Rogers

Paul has been a close friend and mentor of mine for nearly twenty years. I have always
admired his infectious enthusiasm, his insight, his leadership, and his drive. When I
learned that Paul was running to be the President of an organization in which we
J. Ross Macfarlane, Barrister & Solicitor

Helpful – Personalized Information. Related the point to our work effectively.
Makes us stop and think. We get “tunnel vision” with work, etc.
Tracey Fuller

Interesting Presentation. It applied to me, to everyone.
It was fantastic. Well focused. Very positive.
Presented Clearly. Applying it to our clients but also to my own life. Will be able to apply
when trying to assist client with change.
Excellent Tool. Presented in an easily understood and professional manner.
Presentation style – enthusiastic, interactive, specific strategies to implement steps.
Understand how to "unlock the potential for me to be a good leader". By understanding
that "team players" contribute to the success of my team.
Roy Matthews
I have a deeper understanding of the theory and practicalities of good leadership. Am
looking forward to applying skills/knowledge learned. David Challenger
The course should be a compulsory requirement for all RG managers.
Charanjit Jootla
The course really improved my leadership skills which it will help for achieving and
setting objectives to me and my team.
Walid M. Abdelrahman
The content, the examples were perfect.
The ideas, thoughts, the content of the course were very useful. By attending such
training those techniques definitely can immediately apply to the work which will then
enhance my competency.
Giving such opportunity to attend this course, I believe it's a great gift from RasGas.

Cleetus Kunnamkumarata
Because I understand myself better, I can improve my relationships with others. I now
understand the tools, techniques and personal abilities to create synergy, creativity and
focus in teams.
Best course RG has put me on. I would become a champion for this course.
Stephen Kennedy
Course content was excellent.
Derek Bentley
This course is the most effective course/relevant work I ever had.
Safia Abou Asliba
The best ever course I attended.
Archiaston Musamma
This course will enhance my leadership qualities, I will be a better communicator, leader
and a team member. This course will increase my interpersonal relations and
leadership.
Muhammad Aslam Sajid
A great course to attend. Opens a whole lot of doors to see things in a different way.
This course has helped me to understand on "how to enhance/develop my strengths" to
overcome weaknesses.
This course is the first step to understand organisational leadership, but it also gave me
insights to improve my personal life too. Thank You!!
Shridhar Devidas
I wrote down on my "things to do" list more than 12 items where I can apply
immediately.
I highly recommend that all managers and head of sections who did not attend this
course to go ahead and join this course immediately.
Nidal Natsheh
Really this course will improve leadership capability, finally will increase productivity.
With knowledge I have now will improve my strength more.
Very good course.
Teuku Anwar Umar

December 15, 2005

Dear Paul,
Thanks again for taking the time to share your knowledge and positive energy with
members of our team here at the centre. Your presentation gave people lots to think
about in ways they had not thought before. It is helpful to take time and review how we
interpret information and the actions we take in response to situations. I know the
attendees were inspired by your energy and outlook.
Thanks Again,
Renée Ladouceur-Beauchamp
Executive Director

Thank you
Paul looks forward to working with you and your team

